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Prior research has shown that design may
have a positive influence on organizational
and project performance (see e.g., Chiva and
Alegre, 2009; Czarnitzki and Thorwarth, 2012;
Gemser and Leenders, 2001; Hertenstein et
al., 2005). An indicator that organizations
increasingly recognize the role that design can
play in competitiveness is that the number of
organizations investing in design has increased
considerably (Cameron et al., 2015; Gemser and
Leenders, 2001; Trueman and Jobber, 1998).
Not only is the amount of resources devoted
to design on the rise, but the role of design
and those who practise it (designers) is also
moving from an operational to a strategic one
(see e.g., Kang et al., 2015; Perks et al., 2005;
Ravasi and Lojacono, 2005; Valencia et al., 2013).
A strategic role implies that designers are
involved in shaping and executing the innovation
objectives of organizations (Fitzsimmons et al.,
1991; Hertenstein and Platt, 1997; Ravasi and
Lojacono, 2005).
One example of an organization in which the
role of designers is becoming more strategic
is the health and wellbeing company Philips
(Gillespie, 2014). For example, Philips’ designers

are involved in shaping the objectives of
innovation projects by determining user needs,
and they are involved in executing the objectives
of these projects by assuring that the developed
solutions meet the determined needs (Gillespie,
2014). Such a strategic role may require designers
to become managers of these innovation
projects (Kang et al., 2015; Perks et al., 2005;
Peters, 2012; Valencia et al., 2013). For example,
Perks et al. (2005) found (based on case study
research with U.K. manufacturing organizations)
that designers can act as process leaders in
innovation projects, which requires them to
drive the development of the design throughout
the process, and to support all functions in doing
so. Similarly, Valencia et al. (2013) showed (based
on an in-depth case study of a multinational
high-tech company) that designers can have
process-related roles in innovation projects,
which require them to manage the interactions
between functional areas: that is, these roles
require them to communicate information
that is external to the organization, facilitate
communication across functional areas,
balance stakeholder demands in the process,
and translate the marketing message into
product attributes.

If designers are to play a more strategic role
in innovation projects, without becoming the
actual managers of the project, they need to
effectively collaborate with the managers of
these projects (Goffin and Micheli, 2010; Liedtka,
2010, 2015; Micheli et al., 2012; Ravasi and
Lojacono, 2005). In this thesis, designers and
managers are considered to have fixed functional
roles (see e.g., Perks et al., 2005; Micheli et al.,
2012; Liedtka, 2010, 2015). Effective collaboration
between designers and managers then refers to
their joint behaviour in working towards some
goal of common interest (cf. Pinto and Pinto,
1990). Prior research has studied how designers
and managers can collaborate effectively (Goffin
and Micheli, 2010; Liedtka, 2010, 2015; Micheli
et al., 2012; Ravasi and Lojacono, 2005). For
example, Goffin and Micheli (2010) showed how
designers and managers can collaborate through
the process of innovation projects by addressing
the tensions they come across throughout
this process, and Ravasi and Lojacono (2005)
illustrated how they can collaborate in innovation
projects that aim to renew the organization. The
main objective of the present thesis is to obtain
a better understanding of the antecedents and
consequences of effective collaboration between

designers and managers in innovation projects.
Extant research has not explicitly paid attention
to these antecedents and consequences.
Rather, prior research has investigated the
antecedents and consequences of collaboration
with designers in innovation projects in more
general terms. For example, prior research has
investigated the antecedents of the collaboration
between designers and other functions in
innovation projects without specifying whether
these other functions have a managerial role
or not (Abecassis-Moedas and Benghozi,
2012; Beverland and Farrelly, 2011; Perks et al.,
2005). Furthermore, although prior studies
have examined the consequences of involving
designers in innovation projects, they have not
investigated whether these designers should
collaborate with managers in such projects
(Gemser et al., 2011; Hise et al., 1989;
Roy and Potter, 1993; Roy and Riedel, 1997).
The following chapter will discuss the
antecedents and consequences of effective
collaboration between designers and managers
in more detail. To obtain a better understanding
of the antecedents and consequences of
effective collaboration between designers and
managers, this thesis builds on the design and

innovation management literatures, which
are complementary to each other. Studies in
the design literature tend to investigate the
antecedents and consequences of effective
collaboration between designers and managers
predominantly from the perspective of designers,
while studies in innovation management
literature tend to do this predominantly from
the perspective of managers. The present
thesis builds on and simultaneously extends
insights from both streams (design and
innovation management) to obtain a more
complete overview of these antecedents
and consequences.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as
follows. First, the main theoretical themes of this
thesis are discussed, including a description of
the antecedents and consequences of effective
collaboration between designers and managers.
The academic and practical relevance of
the thesis are then discussed. The present
chapter ends with a discussion of the
methodology of the thesis and its structure.
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Table 1 .1
An outline of the thesis
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2
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of cognitive style on
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exploitation activities
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5
Discussion
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what the chapter is about

This chapter introduces the topic of the antecedents and
consequences of the collaboration between designers and
managers. It elaborates on the prior research on this topic as
published in the design and innovation management literatures.
Moreover, it discusses the aim of the thesis, which includes a
description of the studies that are part of the thesis as well as
their academic and practical relevance. This chapter ends with
a description of the methodology of the thesis.

This chapter presents a qualitative study that investigates
how designers can create process understanding in radical and
incremental innovation projects. It identifies design practices
and abilities through an embedded single case study of a Dutch
design consultancy and its clients, and describes how these
design practices and abilities are used in two innovation projects.

This chapter presents a quantitative study that uses
survey research and investigates how designers and managers
complement each other in their cognitive style (in terms of
creativity, conformity and attention to details) to positively
influence financial performance. It does this through a
PLS-SEM analysis of 83 innovation projects conducted by
design consultancies and their clients in the Netherlands.

This chapter presents a quantitative study that uses
survey research and investigates the role of exploration and
exploitation activities in design innovation and performance,
and provides insights into the role of designers’ decision
freedom in achieving these outcomes. It does this through
a PLS-SEM analysis of 83 innovation projects conducted by
design consultancies and their clients in the Netherlands.

This chapter discusses the major implications of the studies in
this thesis, elaborates on its limitations and presents directions
for future research.
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Designers’ role
in creating process
understanding:
practices and
abilities for radical
and incremental
innovation projects

Authors: K. Tabeau, G. Gemser, J. Oberdorf
This chapter has been accepted for publication as a book chapter in:
G. Calabretta, G. Gemser, I. Karpen (Eds.) Strategic Design Practices for Competitive Advantage.
Amsterdam: BIS Publishers (in press).

Prior research has suggested that design
is increasingly playing a strategic role in
organizations. Strategic design is a creative
process whose results cannot be specified
up front, inherently creating uncertainty.
This uncertainty may clash with the very nature
of managers, who have been described as risk
averse and analytical. To provide these managers
with some kind of certainty, designers can create
process understanding. While prior research
has suggested that process understanding is
important in strategic design, it has not clarified
how it can be created. This study aims to fill this
gap in the extant literature by identifying design
practices and abilities that designers may use
to create process understanding for managers.
The results from a case study of the design
consultancy npk design and two innovation
projects (one radical and one incremental)
that this consultancy conducted for its clients
suggest that designers use six design practices
to create process understanding, which are:
making the process accountable, making the
process tangible, synchronizing designers’ and
clients‘ processes, creating ownership for the
process, bringing the result of the process to life,
and getting clients accustomed to designerly
32
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ways of working. Moreover, designers need
six abilities to support them in creating process
understanding; that is, they need the abilities
to oversee the process, steer the process
forward, iteratively adjust the process, connect
with clients, tell a coherent and complete story,
and create client engagement. Lastly, the results
from this study suggest that creating process
understanding is more complex in radical than
in incremental innovation projects. That is,
in radical innovation projects designers need
to draw on the full range of design practices
and abilities, while in incremental projects they
only need two design abilities and two practices
in order to create process understanding.
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prior research
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Abilities for process
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definition and prior
research
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Designers’ efforts in creating visual representations of the process
for the purpose of explaining and clarifying it to clients, and to give
examples of what this process will look like in the project in question.

2
The practice
of making the
process tangible

6
The practice of
getting clients
accustomed to designerly
ways of working

5
The practice of
bringing the result
of the process to life

4
The practice of creating
ownership for the process

Designers’ efforts in actively involving clients in designerly activities
to let them understand the process and to let them gain empathy for
designers and their work.

Designers’ efforts in creating visual and tangible representations
of the outcome to create agreement with clients on what is going
to be developed in the process as well as to show that the process
is appropriate for doing this.

Designers’ efforts in shaping the process according to clients’
preferences to ensure that they consider it ‘their own’, that they
support it fully and are willing to follow it.

Designers’ and clients’ efforts in continuously sharing the progress
of the process with each other to ensure that they move towards the
same outcome with matching speed and actions.

Designers’ efforts in standardizing, formalizing and documenting
the process to ensure agreement with clients on which actions are
taken throughout it, and which not.

1
The practice
of making the
process accountable

3
The practice of
synchronizing
the designers’ and
clients’ processes

definition

practice

Table 2 .1
Design practices for process understanding

- Making clients part of the design team
- Letting clients design (sketch, make models, etc.)
- Involving clients in user research

- Using drawings, 2D and 3D visualizations
- Showing the solution in context through film
or photography
- Letting clients engage with the solution in
product tests

- Using clients’ information in shaping the process
-L
 etting clients make decisions and give feedback
about the process
- Monitoring clients’ satisfaction

- Collaborating through cloud-based file sharing
- Making and updating the project plans
- Frequent contact (email, phone, meetings)

- Making flowcharts of the process
- Showing the process from previous projects
- Making movies about the process

- Using contracts
- Using IT systems to document the process
- Working by an ISO standard

actions designers can take
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start

strategy phase

design phase

Figure 2 .2
Usage of the practices in the strategy, design and realization phases

realization phase
end
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Designers’ ability to stimulate clients’ (emotional and cognitive) involvement
(interaction) with the process.

6
The ability to create
client engagement

Getting clients accustomed
to designerly ways of working

Bringing the result of the process to life

Creating ownership for the process

Synchronizing the designers’
and clients’ processes

Making the process tangible

Making the process accountable

supports designers in:

* Abilities can be relevant for different practices. In this table we identify the practice for which an ability is of particular relevance.

Designers’ ability to integrate all activities that are taken in the process
into a narrative that brings the result of the process to life and illustrates
the relevance of the process to follow.

Designers’ ability to sense what clients they are working with, what their
needs are, and how these needs change over time and to use these empathic
skills to shape the process in a way that is appropriate.

Designers’ ability to align designers’ and clients’ activities and expectations
on a continuous basis.

Designers’ ability to make stakeholders adhere to the process by showing
they master this process and by explaining and clarifying it in terms they
understand and know.

Designers’ ability to infer the status quo of the process by interpreting
and integrating all activities that are taken in the process, and to document
this status quo in a rational and formalized manner.

definition

5
The ability to tell
a coherent and
compelling story

4
The ability
to connect with clients

3
The ability to adjust
the process iteratively

2
The ability to steer
the process forward

1
The ability
to oversee the process

ability

Table 2 .2
Design abilities for process understanding*

2 .4 .3
Incremental vs.
radical projects
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Making the process tangible by:
showing previous (bike) projects,
explaining the process of portfolio
management, explaining the
process of ideation and concept
development.

Synchronizing processes by:
organizing meetings quickly
after each other (e.g., portfolio
management, idea and concept
development), sharing information
in between meetings by email
(e.g., workshop preparation).

Creating ownership for the process
by: involving various SKS Germany
stakeholders in the process
(e.g., sales, engineering,
top management), letting
SKS Germany make decisions,
evaluating the satisfaction of
SKS Germany with the process.

Bringing the result of the process to
life by: visualizing SKS Germany’s
brand, creating personas,
creating moodboards, visualizing
bicycle pumps (drawings, 2D
visualizations, 3D visualizations,
prototypes), creating style guides.

Getting clients accustomed
to designerly ways of working by:
letting SKS Germany come up
with metaphors of their brand,
letting SKS Germany identify
themselves with personas, letting
SKS Germany bring objects
representing the organization’s
future, letting SKS Germany select
design details for the style guides.

Synchronizing
designers’ and
clients’ processes
and adjusting the
process iteratively

Creating ownership
for the process
and connecting
with clients

Bringing the result of
the process to life and
telling a coherent and
compelling story

Getting clients
accustomed to
designerly ways of
working and creating
client engagement

Making the process accountable by:
using project proposals, using
contracts, documenting emails.

Making accountable
and overseeing
the process

Making tangible
and steering the
process forward

practice

Creating client engagement
in terms of: participation in
the portfolio management
workshops.

Telling a coherent and compelling
story in terms of: the relation
between personas, the relation
between persona, products and
style guide.

Connecting with the client in terms
of: evaluating SKS Germany’s
previous partnerships, setting
expectations for the partnership
with npk design, establishing
an informal relationship with
SKS Germany, investigating
SKS Germany (e.g., brand,
internal design process,
internal engineering process).

Adjusting the process iteratively in
terms of: the assignment given
by SKS Germany (style guide
versus portfolio management),
the portfolio management
workshops, the ideas and concept
developed by npk design.

Steering the process forward in terms
of: the design process as adjusted
for the bike industry, the process
of portfolio management, the idea
and concept development process.

Overseeing the process in terms of:
other products on the market,
the portfolio of SKS Germany,
the three portfolio management
workshops, the two innovation
projects (bicycle pumps).

ability

Incremental: Bike accessories
portfolio project for SKS Germany

practice
and ability

projects

Getting clients accustomed to designerly
ways of working by: letting Nerdalize
be present at ethnographic user
research sessions, letting Nerdalize
co-analyze the ethnographic user
research results, involving Nerdalize
in design workshops (i.e., customer
journeys, stakeholder mapping, service
blueprinting), involving Nerdalize
in product tests of the heater.

Bringing the result of the process
to life by: creating stakeholder maps,
creating customer journeys, creating
service blueprints, visualizing heater
(drawings, 2D visualizations,
3D visualizations, prototypes), making
photographs of the heater in context
(e.g., living room), prototyping heater.

Creating ownership for the process by:
involving the whole management team
of Nerdalize in the process, letting
Nerdalize make decisions, evaluating
the satisfaction of Nerdalize with
the process.

Synchronizing processes by: sharing
information through email, phone
and meetings, collaborating through
cloud-based file sharing, making and
updating the project plans.

Making the process tangible by:
presenting the process of npk design,
showing previous (ethnographic user
research) projects, explaining the
product-service system design process
(e.g., stakeholder mapping, customer
journey making, service blueprinting).

Making the process accountable by: using
project proposals, using contracts,
following scientific process, creating
project binders, creating meeting
reports, creating project reports,
creating notes, creating memos.

practice

Creating client engagement in terms of:
participation in ethnographic user
research, participation in service and
product design, participation
in prototyping, testing and installing
of heater.

Telling a coherent and compelling story
in terms of: the relation between all
service and product touchpoints,
the relation between the service
and product touchpoints and the
business of Nerdalize, the relation
between the service and product
touchpoints and all stakeholders.

Connecting with the client in terms of:
investigating Nerdalize (business
proposition, principles behind
heater), establishing an informal
relationship with Nerdalize,
switching between formality and
informality in the relationship
with Nerdalize.

Adjusting the process iteratively
in terms of: the assignment given by
Nerdalize (product versus productservice system design), the service
and product touchpoints developed
by npk design, the project planning.

Steering the process forward
in terms of: the ethnographic user
research process, the service design
process, the product design process.

Overseeing the process in terms of:
the service design and the product
design processes, the service
and product touchpoints,
the stakeholders and their
interrelations, project budget.

ability

Radical: Cloud Heater project
for Nerdalize

Table 2 .3
Design practices and abilities in radical versus incremental projects
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3
Do designers
and managers
complement
each other?
The influence of
cognitive style
on financial
performance

Authors: K. Tabeau, G. Gemser, H.J. Hultink, N.M. Wijnberg
A previous version of this chapter was presented at the 19th
Academic Design Management Conference.
chapter

Prior research has suggested that designers
may complement managers in achieving
successful innovation outcomes because of
their different ways of approaching problems
and opportunities. Designers have, for example,
been described as focussed at radical change,
future-oriented and intuitive, while managers
have been described as being rational and
driven by the past and having a preference
for incremental change. However, there is not
much empirical research examining whether
designers and managers indeed think differently,
and how this affects innovation outcomes.
We attempt to fill this gap in the extant literature
by examining how designers’ and managers’
cognitive styles (in terms of creativity, conformity
and attention to details) influence the financial
performance of innovation projects. Our results
indicate that conformist managers enhance
financial performance, while creative designers
contribute to higher levels of performance
by developing products that are both unique
and of high quality. Moreover, designers’ and
managers’ cognitive styles complement each
other, indicating that to achieve higher levels
of financial performance, creative designers
should not conform to rules and group norms,
72
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and conformist managers should not be creative.
However, our results also indicate that financial
performance is enhanced when both designers
and managers are attentive to details, indicating
that these professionals supplement (rather than
complement) each other’s abilities as well.
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Cognitive styles
and the outcomes of
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Complementary fit
between cognitive
styles and the
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H1A-

H1B+
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3 .3 .1
data collection

3 .3 .2 .1
Dependent variables:
financial performance
and product advantage

3 .3 .2 .2
Independent variable:
cognitive style
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a

- I like to address the small details that are needed to perform a task.
- I can perform a task accurately over a long period of time.
- I am good in tasks that require dealing with details.
- I am thorough when solving problems. a

For each of the following questions, please indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 (1=completely disagree, 4=neither agree nor
disagree, 7=completely agree) the response that most closely describes how you solve problems.

- I try not to oppose other members of a team to which I belong.
- I adapt myself to the organizational system.
- I adhere to accepted rules in my area of work. a
- I avoid cutting corners. a

For each of the following questions, please indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 (1=completely disagree, 4=neither agree nor
disagree, 7=completely agree) the response that most closely describes how you solve problems.

- I have a lot of creative ideas.
- I prefer tasks that enable me to think creatively.
- I like to be innovative.
- I like to do things in an original way. a

For each of the following questions, please indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 (1=completely disagree, 4=neither agree nor
disagree, 7=completely agree) the response that most closely describes how you solve problems.

- The product quality was superior to that of competing products.
- The product was superior to competing products in terms of meeting the customer’s needs.
- The product offered the customer unique attributes or performance characteristics that are not provided by
competing products

For each of the following questions, please indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 (1=completely disagree, 4=neither
agree nor disagree, 7=completely agree) the response that most closely describes the product in comparison
to competing products.

We deleted these items in the scale purification process.

Attention to details
(adapted from Miron et al., 2004)

Conformity
(adapted from Miron et al., 2004)

Creativity
(adapted from Miron et al., 2004)

Product advantage
(adapted from McNally et al., 2010)

For each of the following questions, please indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 (1=completely disagree, 4=neither agree nor
disagree, 7=completely agree) the response that most closely describes the performance of the product.

Financial performance
(adapted from Griffin and Page, 1993)
- The product attained its profitability goals.
- The product attained its margin goals.
- The product attained its ROI goals.

measurement

construct and source

Table 3 .1
Measures and sources

3 .3 .2 .3
control variables

3 .3 .3 .1
Structural equation
modelling using
SmartPLS

3 .4 .1
outer model evaluation

3 .3 .3 .2
Dealing with
multi- respondent data
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4.66

1

5.09
6.00
4.03
4.55

5 Designers’ attention to details
6 Managers’ creativity
7 Managers’ conformity to rules
8 Managers’ attention to details

1.60

1.14

0.90

1.20

1.25

0.78

0.83

1.27

s.d.

0.11

0.24 **

0.10

–0.15

–0.27 **

0.02

0.24 **

0.88

1

0.07

–0.26 **

0.05

0.04

–0.15

0.23 **

0.84

2

–0.09

–0.04

0.02

–0.12

–0.18

0.81

3

a

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10.
Bold figures indicate variance explained in endogenous variables.

Dependent: product advantage
Designers’ creativity
Designers’ conformity
Designers’ attention to details
Managers’ creativity
Managers’ conformity
Managers’ attention to details
Designers’ creativity x Managers’ creativity
Designers’ conformity x Managers’ conformity
Designers’ attention to details x Managers’ attention to details

Dependent: Financial performance
Product advantage
Managers’ creativity
Managers’ conformity
Managers’ attention to details

0.22 (2.22) **
-0.15 (1.74) *
0.12 (1.23)

0.37 (2.95) ***
0.10 (1.41)
0.34 (3.19) ***
-0.01 (0.11)

model 1:
main effects

Table 3 .3
Results from the structural equation analysis

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10; scores marked in bold italics are the square root of the construct’s AVE.

4.27

6.07

3 Designers’ creativity
4 Designers’ conformity to rules

5.68

2 Product advantage

Financial performance

mean

variable

Table 3 .2
Descriptive statistics and correlations (2 tailed)

–0.03

0.05

–0.11

0.28 **

0.80

4

0.09

0.07

0.85

6

0.26 (2.47) ***
-0.13 (1.59)
0.10 (1.18)
0.02 (0.29)
-0.31 (2.95) ***
0.18 (1.84) *

0.37 (2.89) ***
0.09 (1.15)
0.34 (3.07) ***
-0.01 (0.09)

model 2:
moderators

–0.08

–0.13

–0.06

0.78

5

0.91

8

0.24 (2.44) ***
-0.12 (1.42)
0.03 (0.42)
0.03 (0.38)
-0.26 (2.51) ***
0.17 (1.82) *
-0.21 (2.03) **
-0.15 (1.70) *
0.22 (2.07) **

0.36 (2.84) ***
0.09 (1.12)
0.34 (3.02) ***
-0.01 (0.04)

model 3:
interactions

0.19 *

0.75

7

3 .4 .2 .2
Hypothesis testing
3 .4 .2 .1
Predictive power
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–0.21 **

0.09 (n.s.)

–0.15 *

0.34 ***

–0.01 (n.s.)
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4
Exploration
and exploitation
activities for
design innovation

Authors: K. Tabeau, G. Gemser, H.J. Hultink, N.M. Wijnberg
An adapted version of this chapter has been accepted for publication in
the Journal of Marketing Management. An earlier version of this chapter
was presented at the 39th Product Development and Management Conference.
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Prior research suggested that exploration and
exploitation activities have different roles in
innovation projects. Exploration is important for
the development of innovative and differentiated
solutions, while exploitation assures their
quality and low-cost development. In general,
prior studies investigated innovation from the
perspective of technical innovativeness (i.e.,
newness in terms of features, functionality and
technology) rather than design innovativeness
(i.e., newness in terms of aesthetics, emotions
and identity). The present study attempts to
fill this gap in the extant literature by studying
exploration and exploitation activities for design
innovation. We collected data on innovation
projects in which external design consultancies
were actively involved during the process
(n = 83). For each project, we surveyed both the
external senior designer and the project manager
at the client’s side. Our results suggest that
exploration enhances design innovativeness,
and that design innovativeness results in better
market performance. Furthermore, we find that
exploitation moderates the relationship between
design innovativeness and process performance:
when exploitation activities are high (low), design
innovativeness results in better (worse) process
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performance. In addition, we find that when
designers have decision freedom, the positive
relation between exploration activities and
design innovativeness is enhanced. However,
our data also suggest that to achieve market
success, designers should make decisions
together with project managers, since design
innovativeness has a negative (positive) influence
on market performance when designers have
high (low) levels of decision freedom.
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4 .2 .1
Exploration and
exploitation activities
in innovation
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Figure 4 .1
Research Model

4 .2 .2
Design innovativeness
and project
performance
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4 .2 .3
The role of exploration
and exploitation
activities in achieving
design innovativeness
and project
performance

4 .2 .4
The role of designers’
decision freedom
in achieving design
innovativeness and
project performance
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4 .3 .1
Data collection
4 .3 .2 .1
Dependent variables:
project performance
and design
innovativeness
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a

- I needed to get permission from the project manager every time I wanted to do anything. a
- The project manager strongly discouraged me from making my own decisions. a
- Even small matters had to be referred to the project manager for a final answer. a
- Any decision I made needed to be approved by the project manager. a

For each of the following questions, please indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 (1=completely disagree, 4=neither agree
nor disagree to 7=completely agree) the response that most closely describes the collaboration between the design
consultant / project manager and you.

- Activities that could be carried out as routine by my firm.
- Activities in which my firm has accumulated a great deal of experience.
- Activities that my firm clearly knew how to conduct.
- Activities that could be properly conducted by using the present knowledge of my firm.
- Activities that clearly fitted into the existing company policy of my firm.

For each of the following questions, please indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 (1=to a small extent, 4=neither to a small nor
to a large extent to 7=to a large extent) the response that most closely describes the extent to which
the following work-related activities were completed in the project.

- Activities in which the products or processes of my firm were strongly renewed.
- Activities that required a degree of adaptability from my firm.
- Activities that included the acquiring of new knowledge or skills for my firm.
- Activities that were not clearly existing company practice for my firm.
- Activities that involved searching for new possibilities with respect to the products, processes or markets
of my firm.

For each of the following questions, please indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 (1=to a small extent, 4=neither to a small
nor to a large extent to 7=to a large extent) the response that most closely describes the extent to which the following
work-related activities were completed in the project.

- The appearance of the product represented something new or different in the industry of my firm.
- The product evoked new or different emotions from customers, emotions that had never before been evoked by
products in the industry of my firm.
- The product provided customers with a new or different way to express their identity, a way that had never before
been provided by products in the industry of my firm.

For each of the following questions, please indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 (1=completely disagree, 4=neither agree nor
disagree to 7=completely agree) the response that most closely describes how new the product was to the industry.

- The development costs of the product stayed within the budget.
- The product was launched on time.
- The product had a short ‘time-to-market’.

For each of the following questions, please indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 (1=completely disagree, 4=neither agree nor
disagree to 7=completely agree) the response that most closely describes the performance of the product.

We reversed this item to reflect designer freedom.

Designers’ decision freedom
(adapted from Dewar et al., 1980)

Exploitation activities
(adapted from Mom et al., 2007)

Exploration activities
(adapted from Mom et al., 2007)

Design innovativeness
(adapted from Gemser et al., 2011)

Process performance
(adapted from Griffin and Page, 1993)

For each of the following questions, please indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 (1=completely disagree, 4=neither agree nor
disagree to 7=completely agree) the response that most closely describes the performance of the product.

Market performance
(adapted from Griffin and Page, 1993)
- The product attained its unit sales goals.
- The product achieved a high level of customer satisfaction.
- The product achieved a high level of customer acceptance.

measurement

construct

Table 4 .1
Measures and sources

4 .3 .2 .2
Independent variables:
exploration activities,
exploitation activities,
and designers’ decision
freedom

4 .3 .3 .2
Dealing with
multi- respondent data

4 .3 .2 .3
control variables

4 .3 .3 .1
Structural equation
modelling through
SmartPLS
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4 .4 .1
Outer model evaluation
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4 .4 .2 .2
Hypothesis testing

4 .4 .2 .1
Predictive power
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4.19
5.22

5 Exploitation activities
6 Designers’ decision freedom

0.88

1.10

1.02

1.26

1.44

1.01

s.d.

–0.02

0.07

0.01

0.18

0.33 ***

0.86

1

0.15

0.04

–0.02

–0.13

0.77

2

–0.07

–0.19 *

0.52 ***

0.87

3

0.18
0.36 (3.18) ***
0.26 (2.43) ***
0.12 (1.15)
-0.02 (0.25)

0.04
-0.10 (1.17)
0.05 (0.55)
0.16 (1.55)

0.32
0.57 (6.98) ***
-0.21 (2.05) **

0.02
-0.12 (1.32)

0.28
0.53 (6.36) ***

Dependent: process performance
Design innovativeness
Exploitation activities
Designers’ decision freedom
Design innovation x exploitation activities
Design innovation x designers’ dec. freedom
Dependent: design innovativeness
Exploration activities
Designers’ decision freedom
Exploration activities x designers’ dec. freedom

a

Bold figures indicate variance explained in endogenous variables.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10.

Dependent: market performance
Process performance
Design innovativeness
Exploitation activities
Designers’ decision freedom
Design innovation x exploitation activities
Design innovation x designers’ dec. freedom

0.17 a
0.37 (3.66) ***
0.23 (2.25) **

–0.10

0.85

5

model 2:
moderators

0.23 **

–0.31 ***

0.80

4

model 1:
main effects

Table 4 .3
Results from the structural equation analysis

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10; scores marked in bold italics are the square root of the construct’s AVE.

5.03

4 Exploration activities

4.27

2 Process performance
4.72

5.33

Market performance

1

3 Design innovativeness

mean

variable

Table 4 .2
Descriptive statistics and correlations (2 tailed)

0.41
0.49 (5.98) ***
-0.15 (1.75) *
0.31 (4.35) ***

0.16
-0.11 (1.42)
-0.01 (0.07)
0.11 (1.20)
0.27 (2.40) ***
0.27 (2.67) ***

0.28
0.37 (3.43) ***
0.25 (2.57) ***
0.13 (1.39)
-0.09 (0.99)
0.05 (0.50)
-0.32 (3.43) ***

model 3:
interactions

0.76

6
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0.17
0.21
0.05
0.42 ***
0.48 ***
0.59 ***

Paths
Design innov. → market perf.
Design innov. x exploitation → market perf.
Design innov. → process perf.
Design innov. x exploitation → process perf.
Process perf. → market perf.
Exploration → design innov.

0.36 **
0.14
-0.13
0.20
0.26 *
0.48 ***

0.25
0.07
0.23

Service
innovation
(n=33)

0.19
0.07
0.18
0.22
0.22
0.11

Difference
|PI–SI|

1.01 (n.s.)
0.34 (n.s.)
1.16 (n.s.)
1.02 (n.s.)
1.13 (n.s.)
0.80 (n.s.)

t-statistic
(df=81)

0.22
0.14
0.00
0.31 **
0.29 **
0.41 ***

0.20
0.12
0.17

Low no.
projects
(n=51)

0.42 ***
0.37 **
-0.22
0.25
0.60 ***
0.73 ***

0.42
0.28
0.53

High no.
projects
(n=32)

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10, n.s.=non-significant. PI=product innovation, SI=service innovation,
LP=organizations providing low numbers (1 or 2) of projects, HP=organizations providing high numbers of projects (3 to 5).

0.28
0.22
0.35

Product
innovation
(n=50)

R²
Market performance
Process performance
Design innovativeness

Table 4 .4
Multi-group analyses

Figure 4 .6
Summary of the findings (model 3) *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10
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0.20
0.23
0.22
0.06
0.31
0.32

Difference
|LP–HP|

0.96 (n.s.)
0.98 (n.s.)
1.11 (n.s.)
0.28 (n.s.)
1.46 (n.s.)
2.15 **

t-statistic
(df=81)
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5
Discussion
and conclusion
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The main aim of this thesis is to investigate
the antecedents and consequences of effective
collaboration between designers and managers
in innovation projects. This thesis is comprised
of three studies. The first study focuses on
how designers can create understanding for
their way of working, in particular as regards
process understanding. This will help with the
realization of effective collaboration because
it will support designers and managers to
communicate about the designers’ process.
The findings from the second study will help in
the construction of effective dyads by taking
actors’ cognitive styles into consideration.
Specifically, this second study investigates
how designers’ and managers’ cognitive styles
complement each other to enhance financial
performance. The third study investigates how
decision making can be optimized by studying
the impact of designers’ decision freedom on
design innovation and performance. The findings
of this study will help with the realization of
effective collaboration by providing insights on
whether designers should make decisions alone
or together with managers, depending on the
desired outcome of the innovation project.
The following sections summarize the main
128
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findings of the three studies, and discuss the
implications of these findings for theory as well
as design and managerial practice.
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5 .1 .3
Study 3 – Exploration
and exploitation
activities for design
innovation
5 .1 .1
Study 1 – Designers’ role
in creating process
understanding:
practices and abilities
for radical and
incremental innovation
projects

5 .2 .1
Implications for
theme 1: Antecedents
of effective
collaboration
between designers
and managers

5 .1 .2
Study 2 – Do designers
and managers
complement each
other? The influence
of cognitive style on
financial performance
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5 .2 .2
Implications for
theme 2: Consequences
of effective
collaboration
between designers
and managers
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Examples of pictures and movie stills for Study 1 –
‘Designers’ role in creating process understanding:
practices and abilities for radical and incremental
innovation projects’
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Exemplifying quotes

‘There are a lot of information streams in the structure of our organisation, but you have to be able to interpret
them and tie them together. For example, which part of the budget is used in relation to the progress of the project.’
‘You have to know what the next steps of the process are and at the same time make them tangible. Often you
visualize and explain which steps you are going to take and why. Just having them in your head is not enough.’
‘It is more than iterative. Iterative means you go back sometimes. But you also go forward. So you can see that
something is not right and you go back. We also do the opposite, we take a big step forward, to get a look whether
the direction we’re heading is the right one.’

‘What we try to do, what every designer tries to do, is to make the client the co-owner of what is happening. That he
is partly responsible for the results that are being created in every phase. So you don’t try to disconnect the designer
from the client. There is a continuous focus that we do it together. That is why you build a relation with the client
from the start. You do a lot of things together to see whether you can agree with each other. Because otherwise you
lose the client somewhere in the process.’
‘The senior designer tells stories. He tells stories as regards to the concept. I noticed that this became much more
important in the past couple of years. That you develop the content and the story in parallel. The communication
that you need to sort of transfer the concept that you created to the client. There should be a fairy tale around it.’
‘It should be fun for clients. When you are in a workshop…. The client has to experience it like a party to work
on the project. It has to be fun. It is fun! If you can transfer that feeling of enthusiasm to the client, you can reach
multiple goals. You get a better social connection within your team, you get credits from your clients, you get room
to experiment, the client is happy.’

practice and ability

Making the process accountable
and overseeing the process
Making the process tangible
and steering the process forward
Synchronizing designers’
and clients’ processes and
adjusting the process iteratively

Creating ownership for the process
and connecting with clients

Bringing the result of the process
to life and telling a coherent and
compelling story
Getting clients accustomed
to designerly ways of working
and creating client engagement

Appendix 2 .2
Exemplifying quotes for the relations between design practices and abilities
for Study 1, ‘Designers’ role in creating process understanding:
practices and abilities for radical and incremental innovation projects’
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‘At a certain moment they were standing in front
of [the stakeholder map] and we could just sit down.’
‘No, they didn’t come with suggestions [for new
products]. They have a lot of knowledge about technology
and they know what they like, but they can’t…’

‘What you see in this phase is that there is little effort to
keep the client involved. Because they know it. They feel
like: “You know what, we have to make a pump. If you
send us the first phase in three weeks, it will be OK”.’
Creating ownership for
the process and connecting
with clients

Getting clients accustomed
to designerly ways of
working and creating
client engagement

‘We send drawings back and forth. You can explode them,
all components so they can go into the details. To create that
ownership. They know every corner, screw, thing…’

‘We did not adhere to it very strictly. Like, we agreed
on this and this earlier so now we are going to.... We left
the planning, the priorities to them: “You decide when
something is going to be introduced and what
the priorities are”.’
Synchronizing designers’
and clients’ processes
and adjusting the process
iteratively

‘With Nerdalize the question was: “How is this thing
going to work?”. The basic principle was known, that you
heat [houses] by using calculating power, by crunching data.
But how and when and what the interaction with the user
would be, that was not known.’

‘Here you see things like a planning, and within a couple
of days its updated. Here it goes on: a new planning.’

‘I explained who we are and what we have done in
terms of bike projects and I told them what we had in
mind. So I presented the idea of the workshops to check
whether they like it to do it in this way. Is it useful?’

Making tangible
and steering
the process forward

‘The products that they have in their portfolio, they
known them inside out. It was more about positioning
them better in the market.’

‘So we invited them to show them what we think should be
done in the project and how we are going to do that. And then
we gave a presentation about the [innovation] framework.’

‘In the beginning, we made a separate quote for
every project, every pump. We made a document
of 3 or 4 pages.’

Making accountable
and overseeing the process

Bringing the result of
the process to life and
telling a coherent and
compelling story

‘This is the quote we sent to Nerdalize. You can see which
phases we are going to go through in this document.’

Incremental:
Bike accessories portfolio project
for SKS Germany

Practice and ability

Radical:
Cloud Heater project for Nerdalize

Appendix 2 .3
Exemplifying quotes showing that some practices and abilities
are emphasized less in incremental versus radical innovation projects
for Study 1, ‘Designers’ role in creating process understanding:
practices and abilities for radical and incremental innovation projects’
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3.82
4.24

4.51
4.70
4.52

- I have a lot of creative ideas.
- I prefer tasks that enable me to think creatively.
- I like to be innovative.
- I like to do things in an original way. a
- I try not to oppose other members of a team to which I belong.
- I adapt myself to the organizational system.
- I adhere to accepted rules in my area of work. a
- I avoid cutting corners. a
- I like to address the small details that are needed to perform a task.
- I can perform a task accurately over a long period of time.
- I am good in tasks that require dealing with details.
- I am thorough when solving problems. a

Managers’ creativity
(CR=0.88, AVE=0.72)

Managers’ conformity
(CR=0.94, AVE=0.56)

Managers’
attention to details
(CR=0.93, AVE=0.82)

We deleted these items in the scale purification process.

4.94
5.14
5.23

- I like to address the small details that are needed to perform a task.
- I can perform a task accurately over a long period of time.
- I am good in tasks that require dealing with details.
- I am thorough when solving problems. a

Designers’
attention to details
(CR=0.82, AVE=0.61)

a

3.87
4.42

- I try not to oppose other members of a team to which I belong.
- I adapt myself to the organizational system.
- I adhere to accepted rules in my area of work. a
- I avoid cutting corners. a

Designers’ conformity
(CR=0.77, AVE=0.64)

5.80
5.98
6.16

5.92
6.08
6.10

- I have a lot of creative ideas.
- I prefer tasks that enable me to think creatively.
- I like to be innovative.
- I like to do things in an original way. a

Designers’ creativity
(CR=0.85, AVE=0.66)

1.72
1.79
1.75

1.59
1.43

1.16
1.00
0.99

1.38
1.51
1.43

1.71
1.39

0.93
1.02
1.01

1.08

5.86

0.86
0.90
0.95

0.55
0.91

0.94
0.77
0.82

0.95
0.51
0.82

0.57
0.97

0.75
0.84
0.85

0.73

0.88
0.91

0.99
0.92

5.57
5.62

- The product quality was superior to that of competing products.
- The product was superior to competing products in terms of meeting
the customer’s needs.
- The product offered the customer unique attributes or performance characteristics
that are not provided by competing products.

Product advantage
(CR =0.88, AVE= 0.71)

0.92
0.85
0.89
1.44
1.46
1.41
4.84
4.61
4.50

- The product attained its profitability goals.
- The product attained its margin goals.
- The product attained its ROI goals.

Financial performance
(CR =0.92, AVE=0.78)

loading

s.d.

mean

measurement

construct

Appendix 3 .1
Reliability and validity of measures for Study 2 – ‘Do designers and managers
complement each other? The influence of cognitive style on financial performance’
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- The development costs of the product stayed within the budget.
- The product was launched on time.
- The product had a short ‘time-to-market’.
- The appearance of the product represented something new or different in
the industry of my firm.
- The product evoked new or different emotions from customers, emotions that had
never before been evoked by products in the industry of my firm.
- The product provided customers with a new or different way to express their
identity, a way that had never before been provided by products in the industry
of my firm.

- Activities in which the products or processes of my firm were strongly renewed.
- Activities that required a degree of adaptability from my firm.
- Activities that included the acquiring of new knowledge or skills for my firm.
- Activities that were not clearly existing company practice for my firm.
- Activities that involved searching for new possibilities with respect to the products,
processes or markets of my firm.
- Activities that could be carried out as routine by my firm.
- Activities in which my firm has accumulated a great deal of experience.
- Activities that my firm clearly knew how to conduct.
- Activities that could be properly conducted by using the present knowledge of
my firm.
- Activities that clearly fitted into the existing company policy of my firm.
- I needed to get permission from the project manager every time I wanted
to do anything. a
- The project manager strongly discouraged me from making my own decisions. a
- Even small matters had to be referred to the project manager for a final answer. a
- Any decision I made needed to be approved by the project manager. a

Process performance
(CR=0.81, AVE=0.59)

Design innovativeness
(CR=0.91, AVE=0.76)

Exploration activities
(CR=0.90, AVE=0.64)

Exploitation activities
(CR=0.93, AVE=0.72)

Designers’
decision freedom
(CR=0.85, AVE=0.58)

We reversed this item to reflect designer freedom.

- The product attained its unit sales goals.
- The product achieved a high level of customer satisfaction.
- The product achieved a high level of customer acceptance.

Market performance
(CR=0.90, AVE=0.74)

a

measurement

construct

Appendix 4 .1
Reliability and validity of measures for Study 3 – ‘Exploration
and exploitation activities in design innovation’

0.84

0.62
0.88
0.87
0.90
0.70

0.92
0.87
0.82
0.85

1.34
1.40
1.59

1.14
1.33
1.26
1.26
1.40

1.35
1.26
1.33
1.25

5.19
4.75
4.18

5.27
4.96
5.08
5.02
4.76

4.32
3.58
4.23
4.27

0.83
0.70
0.83
0.69

1.17
0.90
1.27
1.27
6.00
5.25
4.58

0.79

0.93

4.92

1.21

0.79
0.88
0.62
1.74
1.88
1.89
4.35
4.32
4.09

4.72

0.77
0.90
0.91
1.38
1.04
1.17
4.51
5.63
5.56

0.85

loading

s.d.

mean

Summary
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